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Processes and Perceptions of Remaining Current

Introduction to Obsolescence
The present section provides an introduction to the
obsolescence literature.

The definitions of obsolescence

are reviewed along with a discussion of its causes.
Additionally, the impact of training as a method of
coabating the problem is reviewed.

Finally, the literature

specific to nursing and nursing adainistration leads to the
purpose and objectives.
Components.

It is important to have a clear

understanding of obsolescence.

This understanding begins

with an exaaination of the iaportant coaponents of the
concept.
Obsolescence will affect millions of workers within the
next 20 years (Condon, 1984).

Despite its proliferation,

there is no agreement on a definition of the concept (Dubin,
1972, Burack and Pati, 1970, Rosen and Jerdee, 1985, Bracker
and Pearson, 1986, Shearer and Steger, 1975, Fossua, Arvey,
Paradise, and Robbins, 1986).
Deficiencies in the operationalization of obsolescence,
as well as the iaprecision of the definition, make ita study
difficult (Shearer and Steger, 1975).
1

Thus, it is hard to

2

draw coherent conclusions because of a lack of uniformity
and standardization in the research.
The literature does, however, suggest path8 to
obsolescence.

These paths lead to the coaponents of

obsolescence that will be exaained for the purpose of this
research.

The two co.ponents of obsolescence are as

follows:
1)

Obsolescence is the perceived degree to which an
individual lacks the knowledge and skills
associated with their profession.

2)

And/Or

Obsolescence is the perceived degree to which an
individual lacks the knowledge and skills to
perform their specific job effectively.

This definition does not address performance directly
since performance is affected by nuaeroUB variables besides
obsolescence.

This first coaponent includes the path to

obsolescence where there is a lack of up-to-date knowledge
and skills related to the general knowledge/skills base of
the profession.

The eaployee aay have lost touch with the

broader skills of their profession but still be able to
perform their job at a specific level of effectiveness.

For

exaaple, while a director of nursing aay still be considered
a nurse, he or she aay be nonetheless unable to perform
those technical duties associated with the nursing
profession.

3

Component 2 encompasses the path to obsolescence where
a person is perceived obsolete in relation to performance at
a specific level of effectiveness.

The person aay not have

remained up-to-date on new procedures, technologies, etc.,
that are necessary to perfor. their job duties.
Before proceeding with an exaaination of obsol.sc.nce,
it is important to .ake the point that the process of
obsolescence described in component 1 is not necessarily a
negative one.

TWo possible paths to obsolescence are for

individuals to specialize to the point that they los. touch
with the changes that are occurring in the rest of the
field, or for an individual to move from a
into aanagement (Dubin, 1972).

te~

cal field

In these instances,

obsolescence aay be expected and accepted.

An organization

may prefer workers to be experts in a specialized area (O.B.
Nursing, for exaaple) rather than to keep abreast of all
changes in their field, some of which may not be applicable
to th.ir current job duties.
Obsolescence could be present simultaneously with good
job performance.

One could become less than up-to-date in

one's occupation yet perfor. the job effectiv.ly.
happen when individuals

~ove

into manag.ment.

This aay

Th.

organization, therefore, aay prefer that the .mploy••
concentrate on becoming effective in the new job duties.

The obsolescence problem.

This section discuss.s

research associated with the effect of obsolescence on

4

workers and organizations.

The technological,

organizational, and behavioral cause a of obsoleacence are
exaained and ayapto. . of ita occurrence are identified.
In order for a better understanding of obaoleacence, an
exaaination of who will beco.. obsolete and the aaaociated
conditiona related to obaoleacence ia neceaaary.

Bracker

and Pearaon (1986) identify three aajor categories of ·causa.
of worker ob.ole.cence.

The.e categories are technological,

organizational, and individual.
2'eqbnoloqia1 i.ctars.

Technological change. include

advance. in producta and the addition of novel knowledge and
tool. (.ee Table 1).

Although the.e technological

developaenta ahould increaae the efficioncy of the Worker
and the organization, they aay require new skills and
knowledge the

e~loy..

doe. not have.

The individual worker

aust be able to adjust to these change. in order to avoid
obsoleacence.

5

Table 1
Technological Causes of Obsolescence
Robotics

Telecoaaunications

Co.puters

Information explosion

CAD/CAM techniques

Inventory techniques

Miniaturization

Distribution techniques

Substitute Products

Purchasing techniques

Qrgoni.ational tactors.

Examples of organizational

factors that cause obsolescence are listed in Table 2.

The

organizational structure and corporate culture may influence
obsolescence, as do the resources the organization provi des
its e.ployees.
Table 2
Orgapizational Causes of Obsolescence
Organizational structure

Co-workers

Corporate culture

The job itself

Position

Li.ited resources

Corporate strategy

Lack of long term
goals

Perforaance expectations

Perforaance . .asures

Another exaaination of obsolescence deaonstrates that
obsolescence aay be inadvertently fostered by the
organization.

Organizations aay contribute to its

occurrence by aaking only li.ited deaanda on eaployee

6

talents (Dubin, 1972).

Organizations may force their

employees to adopt a very limited scope of
overspecialization.

Workers may therefore lose touch with

the changes that are occurring in their field.

Sbearer and

steger (1975) agreed that individuals with less varied job
experience are more likely to experienco obsolescence.
Organizational size and structure, therefore, are directly
related to potential causes of obsolescence sucb as
corporate culture, performance expectations, and the job
duties.
Individual factors.

Individual factors that aay cause

obsolescence include an inability to retrain (Bracket and
Pearson, 1987).

Causes of this inability to retrain include

e.ployee motivation, values, knowledge, stress, loyalty,
adaptability, and fear of re-training (see Table 3).
Table 3
Indiyidual Causes of Obsolescence
Motivation

Values

Knowledge

Pbysical ability

Loyalty

stress

Experience

Initiative

Creativity

Adaptability

There are also individual difference factors that
contribute to obsolescence.

These include the factors that

are most frequently discussed in the literature, sucb as

7

differences in education and motivation.

These differences

may make some employees more susceptible to obsolescence
than others.
Bducation.

Many studies have examined the effects of

education on obsolescence.

Attitudes toward education,

education level, and time out of school are important in the
examination of remaining current.
Shearer and Steger (1975) found support for the
hypothesis that the lower a person's education level, the
more obsolete the person is likely to be.

They further

found that the longer a person has been out of school, the
more obsolete he or she is likely to be .
Rubin and Morgan (1967) measured the attitudes of
research and development engineers toward continuing
education.

Resumes were randomly given to 312 engineers.

One third of the resumes depicted a research and development
engineer as having a Masters of Science degree through
continuing education.

One third of the resumes depicted

engineers who completed only one course since they received
their BS.

The last third portrayed an engineer who

completed seven courses.

Results indicated that engineers

who received the MS were not viewed any differently than
those who completed seven courses.

These two groups, the MS

group and the seven course group, were seen as more
ambitious, more intelligent, more professional, and more upto-date than those who completed only one course.

8

Continuing education is seen as an indication of
avoidance of obsolescence.

The same attitude was found

a.ong the supervisors of engineers (Rubin and Morgan, 1967).
Hotlvatlon.

Another individual difference variable

that has been studied that may determine who will become
obsolete is motivation.

One indicator of motivation that

Shearer and steger (1975) examined was perceived duty to
remain current.

This refers to whether the employee feels

it is their responsibility to avoid obsolescence.

Results

indicated that a person with a lower perceived duty to stay
up-to-date was more likely to become obsolete.

Those who

did perceive a duty to stay up-to-date spent more off duty
time doing just that.
Research, therefore, indicates that individual
indicators impact which employees will become obsolete.

An

awareness of these differences may allow organizations to
better predict which employees are most susceptible to
obsolescence.
Training.

It is commonly accepted that extensive and

frequent training or retraining is one of the .ast effective
ways to prevent rampant obsolescence (Feuer, 1987).

This

section provides a review of literature on the j.aportance of
training in avoiding obsolescence, as well as varioua
methods of training, and the proble. of fear of training.
Several authors have addressed the i.plications of
training (Feuer, 1987, Dubin, 1972, and Bloch, 1984).

Dubin

9

(1972) suggested a number of self educational approaches for
training that include:

reading; working on projects that

extend one's capacity to the limits; conversation,
discussion, and argumentation with colleagues; and studying
by correspondence or television.

The type of continuing

education/training that is most effective at improving
performance varies.

This effectiveness can be moderated by

the organization (Kaufman, 1988).
It should also be noted that there are times when the
employee's fear of becoming obsolete is countered by the
person's fear of change.

This fear of change may cripple

employees who resist retraining even though they are aware
that the training will ultimately lead to greater job
security (McClintock, 1984).
Therefore, if training is provided in a timely manner,
obsolescence is not inevitable (Dubin, 1972).

Providing

traini ng for employees requires detailed and strategic
planning.

This life-long education, however, is the

responsibility of both the individual and manage. .nt (Bloch,
1984).
Promotions.

While training is important to remaining

current, it is also imperative to provide that training on
appropriate issues and procedures.

It is important to

address the unique proble.. of remaining current for those
promoted from technical fields into aanage. .nt and their
special training needs.

10

Promotions can present the need for retraininq.

Many

older and more experienced enqineers, for example, are
promoted to manaqerial positions.

Many times,

howeve~,

the

enqineers have no educational experience in manaqement, yet
they are expected to perform effectively (Zelikoff, 1969).
So, not only do professionals need further traininq in their
area of expertise, they also need traininq in areas to which
they are promoted.

Zelikoff (1969) concludes that

orqanizations should be cautioned not to reward their
technically current employees by promotinq them into
positions where their technical expertise will be diluted.
Obsolescence in Nursing
Althouqh much of the research on obsolescence examines
the field of enqineerinq, other occupations are similarly
affected.

Nursinq, for instance, is one such occupation

that continues to face the problems of obsolescence and has
developed formali zed proqrams to combat obsolescence amonq
its members.

Nursinq and its response to increasinq

knowledqe and technoloqies is examined.

Also, licensure as

a method of combating obsolescence is reviewed.
Remaininq current is an obvious concern of nurses.
Because of the continual advances in health care technology,
it is important that nurses make time to remain up-to-date
(National Commission on Nursinq, 1981).

The scope ot

knowledqe and skills required continue to increase (National
Commission on Nursinq, 1981).

In order to avoid

•
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obsolescence, nurses must continue to educate theaaelves
after they have coapleted their foraal schooling.
The nursing profession has responded to this threat of
obsolescence by seeking further education to improve its
aeabars' knowledge and skills.

Licensure has been an

important mechanism in the nursing profession that is ai. .d
at stimulating continual self-improveaent and therefore
possibly negate obsolescence (Styles, M.M., and Co. .ittee,
1979).

In the 1970s most states began to require strict

continuing educational requirements for licensure (Weeks and
Spor, 1987).

Those in the profession view competence not as

a static concept but as a dynamic attribute which must be
maintained (Styles, M.M., et aI, 1979).

Continual education

is therefore important since competence is based on
expanding knowledge (Styles, M.M., et aI, 1979).
While licensure is the nora, it is still not without
its opponents.

For licensure to achieve its goal of

maintaining competence there aust be support from the
organization, reward, and individual motivation in addition
to properly designed prograaa (Warmuth, 1987).

There is

debate in the field of nursing, however, as to the actual
impact of continuing education.
Many suggest that attending continuing education
classes does not ensure that the individual learns or will
transfer what they learn to the work environment.

still

others believe that licensure boards do not have the right
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to mandate continuing education (Weiss-Farnan and Willie,
1988).

They feel it should be a personal choice.

Nursing is therefore a profession whose . .abers are
faced with the demands of avoiding obsolescence.

The

literature reviewed above indicates that remaining current
is important to registered nurses.

These needs are

responded to by requiring licensure, a process by which
nurses renew their license to practice nursing.

This

renewal is accomplished by those participating in this
research by completing 30 contact hours every two years.
One contact hour is earned in one 50 minute session or
program and 10 contact hours are equal to one contin
education unit (CEO).

~

The literature reviewed also sU9gest

that nurses seek means beyond those required by licensure in
an effort to improve knowledge and skills.
Prowotions in nursing.

The present section reviews the

literature concerning one type of specialization, that where
nurses .ave from clinical nursing into administration.

As

indicated earlier, pro.ations can present the need for retraining.
once a nurse is pro.ated into administration, he or she
facee new challenges.

one challenge is that of becoaing an

effective administrator.

According to the National

Commission on Nursing (1981), these promotions to
administrative positions are most often based on clinical
skill or seniority.

The nursing educational syste. . ,
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however,

have not altered their proqraas to reflect these

administrative opportunities afforded the members of the
profession (Southern Council on Collegiate Education for
Nursing, 1987).

And while health care institutions need

nurse managers adept in the complex techniques of aodern
adainistration, between 1971 and 1980 only about 7 percent
of nurses completing graduate degrees in nursing had a
concentration in adainistration (Division of Health Care
Services, Institute of Medicine, 1983).

A 1988 study by

Carey, S.J, Craighead, P.S. and Netzel, C., also indicated
that of those nurses who are moved into administration, only
11 percent of those with advanced preparation indicated th
the focus of their major was in nursing administration.
An important concept in examining obsolescence

associated with aoving from clinical nursing into
administration is the identification of potential profiles
of how nurses deal with and perceive this path to
obsolescence.

In a study by Scalzi (1988), for example,

overload was indicated as the major source of job stress in
nurse executives.

This overload included conflicting

expectations from hospital adainistration and the nursing
department.

Thus, nurse adainistrators are expected to

contribute to executive management decisions beyond nursing
services (Division of Health Care Services, Institute of
Medicine, 1983), as well as seek information, as needed, to
improve their knowledge and skills in nursing areas

14

(Southern Council on Collegiate Education for Nursing,
1987).

The problem now becomes apparent.

When those in

technical fields move into manage.ant and are attempting to
acquire a set of new knowledge and skills, what is the
impact on their technical skills?
Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of this research is to continue the
investigation of obsolescence.

More specifically, the

purpose is to identify potential profiles of how nurses deal
with and their perception of obsolescence in terms of:
moving from clinical nursing into administration; and
factors related to hospital size such as organizational
climate and structure.
As the literature suggested, the movement from clinical

nursing into administration raises a curious spectrum of
increased obsolescence.

In examining the profiles of how

individual nurses deal with this move and how they try to
remain current, other related topics will be examined.
These issues include what happens to the registered nurses'
clinical skills when promoted, how the registered nurses
obtain new skills in administration and management, and the
effect of various organizational structures on the
registered nurse.
The impact of different size hospitals examines
differing organizational factors and their effect on how
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nurses deal with and perceive obsolescence.

This will be

accoaplished by exaaining hospitals of different size.
Related issues include specialization versus nonspecialization; access to information and new technologies;
and effect of job duties on obsolescence.
The profiles of currency in this study are depictions
of the perception of obsolescence in the field of nursing
and factors associated with ita occurrence.
Profiles of obsolescence for two groups of R.N.'s are
identified and compared.

These R.N.'s are 1) floor nurses

and 2) adainistrative and aanagement nurses.
exaaination allows a deteraination of how

This

~rofiles

of

obsolescence change when one moves from a technical field
into its adainistration.
Failure to remain current could affect job performance
but there are also nu.erous other causes of ineffective
perforaance.

This strategy of examining the nurses

perceptions of obsolescence is reasonable because
perceptions are precursors to behavior.

Perceptions

influence how nurses respond to the exponential changes in
technology and medications.

Method
Somple

Participants in the study include registered nurses
(nurses) from three acute care hospitals in the South
Central part of the United states.

The number of acute care

beds of the participating hospitals are as follows:
Hospital A,

208; Hospital B, 100; and Hospital C, 30.

Nursing literature traditionally classifies hospitals by the
number of beds.
Different size hospitals were chosen

9cause literature

and informal discussion with subject matter experts
suggested that size may affect organizational structure and
job responsibilities.

Hospital A is one of the larger

hospitals in the district.

Hospital C is the smallest and

Hospital B is a relatively mid-sized hospital in its
district.
The less foraalized Hospital C e.ploys 12 nurses.

The

organizational structure is different in that there is only
one nurse who is performing adainistrative duties on a full
time basis, the nursing director.

She also would feel quite

comfortable, however, helping on the floor with patient
care, if the need were to occur.

Being the only full time

adainistrative nurse, the nursing director is also
16
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responsible for inservice education and infection control,
among other duties.

At the two other hospitals, Hospital A

and Hospital B, separate individuals performed each of these
duties.

Also at the two larger hospitals, nurses in

administrative nursing rarely, if ever, are expected to
assist in floor nursing duties.
Hospi tal C is unique in another aspect.
Hospital C work all areas of the hospital.

Nurses at
They do not

specialize (work exclusively on one unit, such as Intensive
Care).

At the two larger hospitals, however, nurses are

generally assigned to one specific area or unit and beco. . a
specialist in that type of care.
In larger hospitals, the lines between the dut:l.es of
administrative nurses and floor nurses were clearer.

Also

in the larger hospitals, nurses were .are specialized and
less likely to .ave from area to area.

These two factors

have been associated with obsolescence (Dubin, 1972;
Zelikoff, 1969).

Thus, the choice of these hospitals allows

the researcher to begin an examination of the effects of
hospital size and related organizational factors on
obsolescence.
Subjects ADd Design
This research utilizes a combination of quantitative
and qualitative research . .thodology.

The first phase, the

qualitative portion, consists of interviews with four nurs.s
fro. each hospital; two interviews were conducted with floor
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nur.e. and two interviews with nurs•• who work in a
supervi.ory or adainistrative position.

Th••• tw.lv.

participants are considered "k.y inforaants," who r.port on
the organizational/nursing system, not just th...elv•••
Initial participants were reco...nd.d by each ho.pital's
nur.ing director.

These participants were asked to sugge.t

other nurses to be interviewed.
All the nurses who were interviewed were feaal., with
an av.rag. age of 36.45 y.ars.
83.334.

Th. aajority were aarri.d,

These nurses had been in the nursing prof••• ion

for an average of 11.04 years, working at th.ir current
hospital for an av.rage of 9.91 years.
nurses, 58.334 had an Associate degree.

The majority of
Others had Bachelor

degrees (33.334) or a diploaa in nursing (8.334).
Th. second phase, the quanti tative portion, consists of
a .urv.y di.tributed to all nurs.s
three hospitals.

.~loy.d

at each of the

Surveys were distributed with the pay

check of each nurse.

The nuaber of nurse. that received and

return.d survey., r.spectively, is r.ported (s.e Table 4).
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Table 4
Response Rates for Survey Portion of

Ba••arcb

Beds

R.N.s

Returned

Response ,

Hospital A

208

68

34

50.00'

Hospital B

100

35

18

51.43

Hospital C

30

12

5

41.67

115

57

49.57

Total

All nurses who partiCipated in the questionnaire
portion of the research were females.

In this sample, the

largest percentage of nurses, 30.4', were between ~ 7 and 44
years of age and married, 84.2'.
84.2' of those surveyed.

Full time nurses comprised

The highest percentage, 22.8', had

worked as a nurse for 11-15 years, with 29.8' indicating 0-5
years at their current hospital.

The degree in nursing that

most nurses held was an Associate degr•• , 64.9'.

The others

held either a Bachelor degree, 19.3', or a diploma in
nursing, 15.8'.

Responding staff nurses included 42.1' of

those surveys returned.

Adainistrative nurses, including

middle management nurses, comprised 57.9' of those
responding (see Appendix A).
This coabination of quantitatiVe and qualitative
methodology provides the OPPOrtunity for a more thorough
examination of obsolescence.

Because this reaearch ia

exploratory in nature and seeks to develop prof iles of
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perceptions relating to obsolescence, a maximua amount of
inforaation may be gained with the utilization of the two
lIlethodologies.
Procedure
Nursing directors at each hospital were contacted in
order to secure permission for the research.

After

permission was obtained, each nursing director then
suggested two nurses to act as key informants or "expert
witnesses" for the interview (qualitative) portion of the
study.
The interview portion of the study used qualitative
analysis techniques.

This phase was also used to deve

~

the questionnaire distributed in the survey portion of the
study.
Interview instruMnt.

After nurses had been suggested

for the interview portion, the researcher contacted those
nurses by telephone.

The potential subjects were given a

brief oral description of the research as well as the
interview process.

Nurses were informed that peraission had

been secured from the nursing director to conduct the
interviews.
research.

one nurse refused to be included in the
Twelve interviews were conducted, two of which

took place in the nurses' ho. .s.

The re. . ining interviews

took place at each nurse's respective hospital.
The interviews were tape-recorded and preceded by a
consent fora (see Appendix B) and a short dellOgraphic
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questionnaire (see Appendix C).

This portion of the

research utilized a seai-structured interview foraat.

The

general questions that were asked had been developed through
a review of the literature on nursing and obsolescence (see
Appendix 0).

Probing questions were also used to secure a

maxiaal a.ount of information.

Participants were encouraged

to talk freely as confidentiality was assured.
interviews lasted approxiaately 45 ainutes.

The

After the

interview, a short post interview check list was coapleted
on which the researcher rated the interview (see Appendix
E) •

Survey instn'Mnt.

Surveys were also devel

d through

a review of the literature on obsolescence and nursing.
Surveys were, however, revised to include inforaatibn gained
from the interviews.

The instrument consisted of 13

dellOgraphic ite. . (see Appendix A) and 63 ite. . that were
grouped into 14 subsets (see Appendix F).

The last 2 groups

of questions were asked only of administrative nurses.
Nurses were generally asked to rate the extent or the
importance of each i tea on a likert type scale.

Surveys

were administered to all paid registered nurses, a total of
115.

Surveys were distributed with the nurses' pay check.

A cover letter explained the purpose of the survey and
assured confidentiality (see Appendix G).

A stamped,

addressed envelope was attached to the cover letter to
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encourage the participants to return the survey by .ail.

A

total of 57 co.pleted surveys were returned.
Design of Analysis
The interview data collected was content analyzed using
The Text Collector (Copyright 1987, O'Neill software, San
Francisco, CA), a process of computer assisted topical
sorting.

This method calls for the researcher to develop

coding categories for each topic of interest.

According to

an unpublished article by Podolefsky (1989), this process
involves a running su.mary of the interviews and then
developing a set of coding categories.

A code number or

numbers is then assigned to each topic discussed in
interviews.

e

The process can be outlined as follows:

1)

Reviewed literature suggests coding categories

2)

The interviews are read and reread, the coding

categories are modified and changed
3)

Appropriate codes are entered next to each

paragraph
4)

The Text Collector is used to list and print all

paragraphs containing a particular code
5)

This coded data is then discussed and integrated

with literature and survey.
The categories discussed in this research were
developed in two stages.

Stage one consisted of topics that

originated fro. a review of obsolescence literature and of
nursing literature.

Stage two of category develop38nt
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consisted of recurrinq and e.phasized topics derived fro.
the interview data (transcribed interviews).

This was

acco.plished throuqh r a adinq and rereadinq the interview
transcripts.

Each paraqraph was annotated with all code

numbers that applied to that paraqraph.

It was then

possible to retrieve all interview aaterial that was related
to a specific topic.

The cateqori.s that e . .rqed fro. this

analysis will be discussed individually.

The nurses'

specific responses are presented in a paraphrased fashion.
Table 5 provides an outline of cateqories that are
discussed.
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Table 5
outline of Categories in Basults
I.
II.

Continuing education
Promotions to administration/aanage. .nt
A. Conflicting responsibilities
B. Resources and training
C. Middle managers
D. Hospital size and administrative nursing

III.

Factors related to hospital size
A. Specialization
B. Similarities
1. -thoda available
2. what affects keeping up

The survey data collected was analyzed using
quanti tative Mthoda.

Descriptive statistics, . .ans,

standard deViations, and frequencies, were calculated Using
the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).

Results
Results of the research are reported as follows.

The

categories that were developed through content analysis are
reported.

For each category, qualitative and quantitative

data are integrated with reviewed literature.
This exaaination of how nurses deal with and perceive
obsolescence begins with the topic of licensure.

Next, the

qualitative and quantitative data related to obsolescence in
terms of moving from clinical nursing into adainistration is
discussed.

The organizational factors related to

~spital

size and their influence on remaining current is discussed.
This topic includes the differences in the three hospitals
as well as the similarities in profiles of currency.
continuing Education
Continuing education is a very important mechanism that
the nursing profession has adopted as a aeans of avoiding
obsolescence (Styles, M.M., et aI, 1979).

Nurses re.earched

are required to obtain 30 contact hours every two year. to
retain their licensure.
october 31, 1990, a

For exaaple, to renew a license by

registo~ed

nurse would need to coaplete

30 contact hours within the time period of Noveaber 1, 1988,
to 0 tober 31, 1990.

This nurse would then have a current

license until october 31, 1992.
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A nurse would obtain one
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contact hour for a fifty minute proqraa or class .

A total

of ten contact hours would equal one continuing education
unit (CEO).
Although nursing literature suggested there was a
debate as to the actual impact of continuing education,
participants seem to feel that continuing education is an
effective means of keeping abreast.

There are, however,

concerns regarding the availability of contact hours, and
how selective nurses are when choosing their 30 contact
hours.
As stated, participating nurses perceived continuing

education as an effective means of keeping abreast ,

It was

one of the most cited methods of remaining current.
Interview 9 "But the continuing education as a
whole ••• is probably the most effective."
Continuing education, however, is not a panacea for
avoiding obsolescence.

In order to be optimally effective,

nurses must attend progra. . on relevant topics, learn the
material, and transfer what they learn.
One issue that nurses were concerned about regarding
continuing education is its availability in close proximity
to their ho. . and work.

Many nurs.s sugg.sted that th.y

would take thos. hours which were available nearby,
regardless of whether it was applicable to their job duties.
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Interview 10 "Nurses will 100' go to free offerings
within their own facility, if they're available.
That's the BOst popular one."
Interview 7 "But a lot of ti. .s what we see nur.e.
doing is ••• attend a continuing education prograa that
is offered close by - just so they can get the credit
hours and that is not necessarily pertaining to their
field."
Nurses, however, felt that it is the individual nurse's
responsibility to be selective in choosing which continuing
education units to take.
Interview 7 "Now they do not require what areas we get
(contact hours) in and, I feel like, ••• we are
responsible as individuals to obtain the kind of
continuing education that we need for our particular
field. "
Interview 5 "You have 30 hours in 2 years [which]
gives you the opportunity to be selective about what
you want that is really pertinent to your area or that
brings you up-to-date on a area that aaybe you are a
little rusty in."
Hospitals have assu.ed so. . responsibility in assisting
nurses in attaining their 30 continuing education units.
Interview 9 "And the hospital has taken a vital role
in that I think, to offer (contact hours) and usually
••• either free or very ainiaal cost which is
good ••• And then we (the hospital) provide the progra_
and try to . .et the needs. We survey the staff every
year to see what their needs are, what they want to
have for the next year and try to . .et those needs."
Only one nurse . .ntioned that nurse. aay resent the
forced responsibility of the 30 contact hour. every 2 year••
She suggested that the contact hour. aay not be a. an
effective . .thod of reaaining current.
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Int.rvi.w 2 "So, I think so. .ti. .s th.y'll work v.ry
hard and th.n they'll take th.ir day off and th.y'll
co. . to a CE (continuing .ducation) cIa•• and th.y'll
take it. Th.y'll l.arn, but th.y won't l.arn a • •uch
because per.onally I think th.y begrudg. it a little
bit. Th.y would rather do it at a ti. . that i • .or.
conv.ni.n~ for th.. and .imply because th.y want to do
it."
oth.r proble.. includ. proqraas not being available on
the topic. nur••• want.d.

This s ....d to ••pecially be the

ca•• for administrative nur••s.

Of cours., so. . f.lt the

available class.s were boring and r.petitiv••
Nur••s who participat.d in the surv.y portion of the
res.arch w.r. ask.d further about contact hour..

Th•••

nurs.s rat.d the extent various r.asons aff.cted th.ir
choice of continuing education units (s.e Appendix F,
qu.stion 7).

Th. . .an respons. to .ach item was us.d to

rank ord.r the•• influ.nc.s.

The fir.t r.ason that nur•••

choo.. the proqraas that th.y do is that the cIa.... are of
int.rest to th•••
1.

Th. clas••• are of inter••t to you

2.

Th.y will a.sist you to perform .or•

• ffectively
3.

To be confid.nt in your abiliti••

4.

Th.y fit into your .ch.dul.

5.

To perform as w.ll a. the oth.r R.N.'.

6.

Co.t of the continuing .ducation cIa••••

7.

Ea•• of ace••• ;

to attend

they are convenient for you
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8.

Your co-workers or friends are going.

Despite concerns, nurses are generally pleased with
continuing education programs as a aeans of remaining
current.

They may not always want to attend, but in the end

they feel it's for the best.
Pro.ations to Administration/management
This category examines the obsolescence indicator of
registered nurses who have been promoted into
administration/manageaent.

As discussed earlier, Zelikoff

(1969) suggested that promotions may necessitate further
training in one's field of expertise, nursing in this
instance, as well as in the area to which one is promoted.
In examining the issues of remaining current with
regard to administrative nurses, several topics will be
addressed.

These issues include the misconceptions of floor

nurses concerning administrative duties and
responsibilities; the training available to administrative
nurses: the concerns of those nurses who are middle
managers: and the effect of hospital size on administrative
nurses.
Conflicting responsibilities.

one of the proble. . that

administrative nurses face is being caught between
administration and floor nursing.

Besides a

misunderstanding of their roles, these nurses aust also deal
with the pressures of reaaining current in both fields.
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The problem of conflicting responsibilities is
exacerbated by the fact that floor nurses may have
unrealistic expectations of administrative nurses' roles.
For exaaple, floor nurses may expect administrative nurses
to have the best clinical nursing skills and be the best
aanager.

Administrative nurses must deal with this

confusion.
Interview 10 "The largest percent of nurses today have
an Associate Degree. I don't think they're educated to
the point that they understand what a nurse aanager is.
And I think that aany times the hardship that is placed
on a nurse aanager is that the staff under her doesn't
understand her role- her job."
They must also learn to accept that it is alright for
their skills as a hands on nurse to become atrophied.
Interview 10
"When someone moves from care giver to
aanager, their skills as a manager develop and
increase, but their technical skills become rusty. But
that's OK because they're not expected to be a top
notch care giver any more. They're to be a aanager.
It's extremely difficult for a nurse who moves into
management to keep up with her bed side skills because
sbe has moved into a full time, conauaing job and if
she tries to keep up, sbe's going to go nute."
In the survey portion of the researcb

nurses were

asked to rate the importance of various duties for nurses
promoted into administration (see Appendix F, question 11).
The mean response for each item was used tc rank order the
items in terms of perceived importance.

The ranking is as

follows:
1.

Keeping up-to-date with administrative

techniques and policies
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2.

Taking classes that would enhance knowledge

and skills in performing administrative duties
3.

Keeping up-to-date with the new technologies

and equipment in nursing
4.

contributing to executive management decisions

5.

Performing routine nursing duties.

In the next part of the survey, only administrative
nurses were queried.

Administrative nurses responded as to

the extent the following caused problems for them (see
Appendix C, question 13).

The means were used to rank order

the concerns of administrative nurses.
1.

conflicting expectations of subordinates an

administration
2.

Balancing management/administration duties

with patient care duties
3.

Finding continuing education classes that are

pertinent to your area.
In sum, nurses who are promoted into administration
face conflicting responsibilities and expectations.

These

conflicting expectations and responsibilities may cause
these nurses to face problema associated with role stress
(Scalzi, 1988).
Resources ADd Training.

The present section

reviews the proble. . administrative nurses have in preparing
for their specific job duties.

A .ajor problem of nurses in

administration is finding the resources, such aa nearby
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prograas that they need in order to be ourrent in their new
position.

As

one administrative nurse stated:

Interview 11 "Well, the problem is, ••• a lot of thing.
like infection control, there's usually just one
(person performing this function) at each hospital and
most opportunities for (prograas) specific to my area
are usually far away."
These nurses may have double duty.

Many try to keep up

when they get new equip. .nt in the institution because they
don't want to be completely in the dark about it.

As

far as

training for their new position, there may be a lack of
opportunities.
Interview 11 "Another thing that bothers . . going into
administration is you're not really trained for it a
lot of the ti. .s. You know, manage. .nt skills - you
learn flying by the seat of your pants a lot of ti....
You learn by your mistakes."
Nurses interviewed also talked about the lack of
training for nurses promoted into administration.

one

concern of nurses was that nursing school did not prepare
nurses for administrative positions or how to deal with
other aspects of the job besides patient care (Southern
council on Collegiate Education for Nursing, 1987).
Interview 11 "But a lot of ti. .s, maybe our nursing
education is amiss (in preparing nursing for
administration/manage. .nt) so_ti. .s, but you never
know what level you're going to go into administration
to."
Administrative nurses answering the .urvey re.ponded
that outside reading was the number one preparation to
as.uming the re.ponsibilities of administration and
manage. .nt (see Appendix F, question 14).

The . .an
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responses of the items were used to develop a rank order of
the extent to which each prepare nurses to assume the
responsibilities of administration and/or manage. .nt.
1.

Outside reading

2.

Supervisors

3.

Subsequent degree

4.

Hospital

5.

Continuing education classes

6.

Formal nursing education.

Nurses who are promoted into adainistration do not feel
adequately trained in their new duties (Southern Council on
Collegiate Education for Nursing, 1987).

Thes

nurses

attempt to remain current with floor nursing aXill a and seek
outside resources, such as literature, to prepar e for their
administrative/manageaant responsibilities.
Middle mADagers .

There can also be difficulties for

those nurses who are expected to perform nursing duties as
well as management duties.

These aiddle managers are in the

unique position of being expected to perform nursing duties
as well as carry out aanage. .nt responsibilities.

The

problems and expectations of these nurses are considered in
this section.
Interview 10 ·Our unit manager took this position, I
think with a little hesitance because she knew that she
was going to be doing patient care, she was going to be
doing what we think of as charge nurse duties, but she
was going to be consistently called on to be unit
manager - To report to the physicians, the nursing
office - the higher echelon • •• She is trying now to
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move more into the manager role and not do charge
nurse, not do patient care as frequently."
One nurse in this position went on to say that she felt
like she has a "split personality."

It is difficult for her

to divide her time between the two responsibilities.
Interview 10 "I feel like the patient care that I aa
responsible for as a hands on nurse co. .s first, and
therefore, I put off so. . of ay aanag. . .nt work and
expectations until it kinda piles up so. .ti. .s just
because I feel like the patient care co. .s first and
it's hard to divide time between the two."
In the survey portion of the study, nurses were asked
to respond to the question of how iaportant it is for aiddle
managers to perfora various duties (see Appendix F, questi
12).

1

The . .an response of each itea was used to rank order

the i te.. in teras of iaportance.
1.

Keep up-to-date with the new technology and

equip. .nt in nursing
2.

Keep up-to-date with aanage. .nt techniques

3.

Take classes that would enhance theh·

aanageaent skills and duties
4.

Take classes that would enhance their patient

care
5.

Perf ora routine nursing duties.

Middle aanagers are expected to do it all - to avoid
obsolescence in nursing as well as aanag.aent.

Thes. nurs.s

have to juggle the responsibilities of floor nursing with
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their management duties.

Many times, therefore,

these

nurses are understandably stressed.
Hospital size and administrative nursing.

Hospital

size affects organizational causes of obsolescence, such as
job duties and organizational structure.

It is therefore

important to exaaine the obsolescence proble.. of
administrative nurses in relation to the hospitals for which
they work.
The obsolescence profiles of administrative nurse. i.
affected by hospital size.

Admini.trative nurses at

Hospital C have distinctly different job duties co.pared to
administrative nurses at the larger Hospitals A

' ~B.

Administrative nurses at the smallest hospital,
Hospital C, seemed to continue to a greater degree with
their hands-on nursing.

Floor nurses at this hospital feel

comfortable with even the highest level administrative nurse
assisting in hands-on care.
Int.rview 4 "I've never felt uncomfortable wh.n we'v.
been in a r.al bind and .he [the adaini.trativ. nur•• ]
was free to come and help me, even though she was, she
is behind a de.k. You know, if I n.ed her h.lp with a
patient, she has been there and I don't think .he ha.
lost any of her skills."
At Ho.pital C even the nursing director continu.d in
direct delivery of .ervices.

Interview 2 wIn a ...11 facility, you can keep your
skills because I can .ake rounds everyday and I .till
get to do a little a .......nt without interfering with
the .upervi.or.. If they have a probl. . .tarting an
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I.V. or putting down a nasal gastric tube or something
that requires the skills of somebody who has been there
before and they can calIon me and I can .how the. .ome
various things about it and still maintain .y own
skills."
At Hospital C, being pro.oted was not a path to
obsolescence.
This is not the case for administrative nurse. at
Hospital A and Ho.pital B, where

a~ini.trative

nur.e.

admitted that technical skills had atrophied.
Administrative nurses at Hospital C, however, did not feel
threatened by a loss of skills.

These administrative nurse.

at Hospital A and Hospital B not only felt an erosion of
their skill. in nursing, but also felt undertrain. « in
management and administrative skills.

Promotion is gne path

to the obsolescence that affected R.N.'s at Hospital A and
Hospital B.

The organizational structure of Hospital C and

a more broad scope of duties allowed

a~inistrativ.

nurses

at Hospital C to remain current with nursing.
All in all, especially at the two larger hospitals,
nurse. agree that

a~inistrative

nurse. lo.e some skills.

Administrative nur.es are very conscious of this lo.s a.
well as the proble. . of keeping up with their .xpanding
responsibilities.
Interview 5 "I think there i. a certain ..aunt of
nursing that has to be hands-on. I think once you're
pro.oted far enough that you're not doing patient car.,
you can .till under.tand the th.ori••••• but the on.
thing that
.taff nur.e. so functional i. the
hands-on [dutie.)."

.ak..
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Factors Belated to Hgapital Size
This section discusses further the profiles of how
nurses deal with and perceive obsolescence in teras of
factors related to hospital size.

Although different in

size, Hospital A and Hospital B are more si.ilar than
different in relation to obsolescence.

Hospital C is unique

with regard to specialization and duties of adainistrative
nurses.

The similarities between all 3 hospitals in

perceptions of issues affecting obsolescence are also
discussed.

specifically, these issues include the methods

available to nurses to remain current, and general issu.s
that influence nurses in remaining current.
Specialization.

While specialization may be desirable

due to rapid advances, it still may couse nurses to lose
touch with their profession and changes that occur in areas
they do not usually work.

Topics discussed in relation to

specialization include why nurses should remain current with
their profession, why .any nurses have become specialized,
the effects of specialization, and what happens when nurses
do not specialize.
In the smallest hospital, Hospital C, the
organizational structure was auch that nurse. were not
specialized.

In fact, they hod to be able to work the

entire ho.pital.

Nurses who did not feel comfortable

working all areas generally self-selected th....lv•• out of
the situation.
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Interview 4 "Well, a lot of nurses that have come
there don't stay because of that [working all areas].
But that is all I knew. You know when I started there,
they said, "You don't just get to work OR here and we
are going to show you how to do OB and ER and Surgery,"
and, you know, the whole nine yards. And I don't think
it is personally (difficult) but I can see where it
would frighten someone."
Floor nurses at Hospital C are expected to be
proficient in a variety of areas.
Interview 2 "As a nurse on the floor in a .taff nur.e
position, you would wear a lot · of hats. You'd cover
areas you wouldn't cover in a larger hospital si.ply
because of the size. You cover emergency roo.,
obstetrics, you cover surgery, recovery roo., Med.
Surg., pediatrics and nursery. You just sua it all up
and you have to cover it all."
Working all areas was even suggested as a way to avoid
burn out .

Nurses at the s.aller

stressed by working all areas.

ho~pital

did not seem

For them, it was part of the

noraal job functions.
While few nurses at any of the hospitals talked about
keeping up with their profession as a whole, .any talked
about the need to keep up with the specific area. in which
they usually work.

One adainistrative nurse, however, did

stress the importance of
profession as a whole.
importance by stating:

keeping up with the nursing
She went on to explain this
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Interview 11 "I just think that we have to take the
responsibility for our profession and keeping up with
what's going on and encouraging others to do it. I
think it's mainly [necessary] if we want to pro.ate the
profession of nursing as a whole and try to upgrade our
profession. I think you all have an individual - each
nurse has an individual responsibility (to keep up with
the nursing profession)."
The survey portion of the research also revealed that
nurses felt that keeping up-to-date and remaining current on
one area that specifically affects their job was very
important.

Nurses were asked to rate the importance of

remaining current in one area and remaining current with the
nursing profession as a whole (see Appendix F, question 5).
The mean response indicated that nurses felt remaining
current with one area was very important as compared to
keeping up with the profession as a whole which was rated as
moderately important to performing their job.
The survey portion also suggested that those nurses who
work in a specific area lost touch with a modQrate amount of
the changes that were occurring in the entire field of
nursing (see Appendix F, question 10).
According to the nurses at the two larger hospitals,
rapid changes have caused nurses to specialize .are.

Many

nurses recalled that, in the past, they had worked all areas
of the hospital.

They would feel uncoafortable doing that

now.
Interview 11 "I know back 18 years ago, I could hop
fro. place to place to place, unit to 08 to Ned. Surg.
and do alright but now things are getting so
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specialized in each area that, that's very difficult
for someone to do without special traininq."
In the present, when nurses are called upon to work in
areas other than their usual areas, they do basic nursinq
tasks.

For example, they may check vital siqns and charts.

They work as an extra aide and tend to avoid specialized
tasks.
Nurses who are specialized are not often asked to work
other areas.

When the situation does occur where they are

needed to work other units, it is stressful for the nurse
who has been "pulled" to that area.
Interview 10 "They qet irate. They qet very unhappy
about it. Their stress level qoes up. They
to the
other area and they feel somewhat lost. Your
productivity is poor. You don't function in that area
well because you're - it's - you're not used to it.
Takes you ten times as lonq to do soaetninq as you
would have done it in your own area. Nobody likes it."
Nurses at Hospital A and Hospital 8 are encouraqed to
strive for certification in a specialized area and to become
proficient in that area.

Specializinq, however, aay .ake it

difficult for hospitals to provide inservices that apply to
all R.N.'s.

One 0.8. nurse stated that .ast of the

inservices at her hospital didn't apply to the area she
worked.

Another went on to explain:

Interview 11 "You know, we're qettinq so specialized
in nursinq and I don't see it chanqinq. Any .are, you
know, you can't have a qeneral inservice that everybody
from every area can qo in to unless you do so. .thinq on
stress, or aanaqeaent, or thinqs like that."
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Rapid changes in medicines and technology were cited as
precursors to the specialization of nurses at Hospital A and
Hospital B.

Nurses at Hospital A and Hospital B generally

feel uncomfortable working different areas.

Nurse. at

Hospital C expect to work all areas.
Similarities.

Regardless of the differences aaong the

three participating hospitals, they do illustrate numerous
common concerns.

This section will discuss those developed

categories where the three hospitals provided homogenous
responses.

The size of the hospital does not appear to

interact with these categories.

The issues addressed are

those which are related to obsolescence indicators.
Methods ayoilAble.

The first issue addressed is that

of whether registered nurses are aware of methods available
to them to remain current, and, of those methods, which are
most important.

Nurses interviewed described ways available

to keep up-to-date.

It became apparent that nurses were

well informed as to what meane were available for keeping
up-to-date.

The three .ast .-ntioned . .thode of reaaining

current were hospital inservices, continuing education
programs, and nursing journals.
During the survey portion of the study, nurses were
asked to rate the iaportance of various .-thode of reaaining
current (See Appendix F, question 3).

The aean responses to

each .-thod of gaining new knowledge, skills, and abilities
related to their job has been rank ordered.
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1.

Simply working at your job

2.

Seminars, workshops and conferences

3.

Related books (PDR for example)

4.

continuing education

4.

Hospital inservice programs

5.

Mock codes or simulations

5.

Networking with others who have similar

duties
6.

Company representative providing programs

on their equipment or their pharmaceutical
7.

Nursing Journals

8.

Staff meetings

9.

Visiting other hospitals

10. Hospital newsletters
11. Obtaining another nursing related degree
12. Non-required college classes.
Work experience, i.e. simply working at their job, is
ranked first with the highest ranked mean response.
Continuing education programs and hospital inservice
programs tied for the fourth highest ranked mean response.
Simply working at their job and related books
(Physicians Desk Reference, POR, for example) were rated
higher than continuing education and inservicea.
Experience, of course, is important to keeping up with new
technologies and procedures.

It may be that learning which

is patient-motivated is one of the most common methods of
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remaining current.

Related books (PDR) will be referred to

constantly by the nurses while dealing with their patients.
Nurses interviewed also felt that keeping up-to-date
was stressed at their nursing school.
Interview 9 "They discuss that usually the last
semester. Kinda all the way through but then the la.t
semester you really get in to that a little bit more,
in joining the professional organizations if you want
to do that and things •.• in the future that you might
do."
In the questionnaire portion, nurses also answered to
what extent ongoing education was stressed in their foraal
nursing education (see Appendix F, question 9).

The . .an

response indicated that ongoing education was stressed a
moderate amount.
remain current.

Nurses are aware of the ways available to
This information is provided through

journals, inservice departments, and co-workers.

Tho.e

responding to the survey reported patient-motivated . .thods
as highly effective.
Although nurses as individuals do assume the most
responsibility for reaaining abreast, they do look to the
hospitals to provide assistance.

Nurses expect the

hospitals to provide inservices, financial support, special
resources, and opportunities to learn and to practice what
they have learned.
Nurses look to the hospital to provide in.ervicea on
new aachinery, equipment, and medication••
Interview 11 "we have a good in.ervice department that
tries to keep everybody informed . If we get new
equipment, new procedures, W8 have inservice on it.
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But they're so busy and short staffed and a lot of
ti. .s on the floor that you don't get time to
participate."
In general nurses are paid for mandatory inservices.
others are on the nurses' own time.
Interview 8 "Now if they are mandatory, they are on
the time when we are working. We can clock in.
Anything that is mandatory. Anytime else that we want
to do an inservice, that's not mandatory, that's not,
it's not, we don't get paid for it."
Interview 7 "Our hospital has a good policy that they
are willing to help pay for our continuing education.
I know some facilities do that and so. . don't. I think
that is a help to our nurses here. They feel like they
can attend and the hospital will either reimburse the.
or help them with the cost of the educational
programs."
Hospitals will also pay for some nurses to upgrade
their educational degree.
Interview 7 "And also our hospital has a policy that
if you want to continue or up grade ••• your degree
level or what ever ••• they will agr•• to pay for the
tuition for that person to go on to .chool to g.t a
furthering .ducation, with the agr....nt that that
employe. will give back some of that time to the
hospital, naturally."
Another important opportunity that hospitals provide
for their nurses is the opportunity to practice n.w skills
and abiliti.s.
Int.rvi.w 2 " ••• so in these class•• we ••t up mock
cod.s if you will. Whereas we have a mannequin and a
monitor and the monitor shows you what happens to the
heart wh.n it stops. What the pattern what you .ee i ••
And then you have a team of nurses and they are in
charge and you are grading th•• on what they do. And
it's a .tressful situntion but it i. a situation that
h.lps the. to f •• l like i f th.y can do it in thia
particular mock cod. situation, th.y can do it in real
life and to _, that is the best training you can g.t."
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What atrects keeping up.

This section concerns what

affects a nurses keeping up-to-date.

More specifically,

issues related to having the ti.a to take classes, attend
workshops, etc., will be addressed.

Not having enough ti. .

was one of the .ast mentioned deterrents to remaining
current.

With problems such as hectic work schedules,

faaily concerns, exponential changes in drugs and
technology, and heavy patient loads, many nurses feel
overwhelmed by the prospect of obtaining the 30 contact
hours necessary to renew their license.
Most nurses agree that there are a lot of ways
available for re.aining current (see Methods Available
section).

The problems are in finding the time to attend,

which includes working their schedules around the prograas.
A majority of nurses at these hospitals are females who
still assuae .ost of the responsibilities for children and
ho.a.

These nurses are pressed to balance faaily concerns

with the duties of a professional.
Interview 9 "Most nur.e. within this ho.pital are
young, child-rearing age with faailie. and that
requires a lot of tiae. You know, besides the hours
that you work here."
Because of the overwhelaing aaount of

infor-~tion

and

changes every year, many nur.es have difficulty coping.
Interview 12 "So. .ti... , I think we feel like it's a
task to keep up with ~ll of it. You know, we wonder
so. .ti. .s if it'. worth it, you know, and so. .ti. .s you
wonder if you really can keep up with everything that's
going on 'cause there's really not any way to keep up
with every new thing that's on the market, new way to
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do .o_thing and, you know, th.r.'. alway. a better way
usually to do so.ething.Nur... do acknowl.dg. that

n~rous

proqraa. are

availabl., aany tiaes .v.n at th.ir own hospital.

Th.

probl •• i. being able to att.nd th••• proqraaa.
Intervi.w 10 -OK the mo.t difficult thing that .ake.
it hard for nur••• to k••p up with t.chnoloqy, i. the
fact quote, OUR NURSING SHORTAGE. Wh.n you arrive on
the job, you have .uch a patient load with .0 aany
t.chnical procedure. to be coapleted. That, I have
noticed the whole 9 year. that I have been an RN that
the ho.pital. will off.r continuing .ducation cla•••••
Th.r. will be in••rvic.s in the building, but the
nur.e. do not get to go to th.a. Th.y are too busy at
the pati.nt'. bed .id.. Our pati.nt .ducator here in
the ho.pital haa coaplain.d aany ti_. that .h. off.r.
the continuing .ducation cla.... or the up date. that
w. a.k for but w. don't co... And why do w. not co. .?
It'. because w. have usually twic. the load that w•
• hould be carrying and w. cannot phy.ically accoapli.h
the care in 8 hour. that w. are a •• igned. So then you
cannot po•• ibly l.ave for an hour or 2 hour in••rvice.In the surv.y portion of the r.s.arch, nur••s r ••pond.d
to the .xt.nt that various iteaa aff.cted how auch ti. . they
had to k.ep up-to-date ( ••• Appendix F, que.tion 4).

Th.

means of the it... w.r. rank ord.r.d to d.v.lop the
following list.

Work .chedule was rated the highe.t in

aff.cting how auch ti. . nur.e. had to remain current.
1.

Work .chedule

2.

Feaily conc.rn.

3.

Expanding duties at work

4.

Being tired

5•

Child car••
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On the questionnaire nurses were also asked how helpful

various ite. . were in encouraging the. to keep up-to-date on
issues related to their job (See Appendix F, question 6).
The mean response of each ite. were used in order to rank
order the ita...

Nurses rated access to inforaation about

new technology as most helpful.
1.

Access to inforaation about new technology

2.

Feedback and support fro. co-workers

3.

Feedback and support fro. supervisors

4.

Support fro. the hospital

S.

Rewards fro. keeping up-to-date.

Nursing is a unique profession in that, at these
hospitals, it is predo.inately female.
tiae to keep up was a proble..
home responsibilities.

These fe.ales felt

Many also had faaily and

This, coupled with the fact that

aany nurses feel overwhelmed with the changes in
technologies and aedicines, lIIl1tes nurses feel thllre is no
way to keep up with it all.

Summary and Conclusions
This section provides a summary of the research
outcomes.

The results are reviewed with regard to the

purpose and objectives of the research.

Next, a discussion

of the generalizability of this study and its contribution
to the field is examined.
First, as discussed earlier, nurses researched are
required to obtain 30 contact hours every two years.

These

contact hours are obtained through approved continuing
education classes and programs.

The questionnaire utilized

in this research incorrectly referred to these contact hours
as continuing education units, (see Appendix F, question 3a,
7, 13b and 14e).

A continuing education unit, however, is

actually equal to ten contact hours.

While incorrect

terminology was used, it is felt that since continuing
education units encompass contact hours, the results are not
significantly affected.
The stated purpose of this research is to continue the
investigation of obsolescence.

This was acco.plished by

identifying profiles of how nurses deal with, and their
perception of, obsolescence in teras of moving fro. clinical
nursing into administration and factors related to hospital
size.

An

examination of the literature revealed there were
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two separate components to obsolescence.

These components

were examined and found to be influenced by moving from a
technical field into management/administration as well as by
factors related to hospital size.
To begin, a summary of the results that pertain to the
move into administration/management in nursing is provided.
The literature indicated that promotions could necessitate
further training in one's field as well as in the area to
which one is promoted (Zelikoff, 1969).

Results indicated

that these promotions do indeed precipitate a special set of
problems for nurses in remaining up-to-date.

Many try to

remain current with new nursing technology and . .d Lo ne,
their nursing skills, and also try to remain up-to-date
management techniques.

~n

Nurses find this position very

stressful because most agreed some nursing skills begin to
atrophy.

These nurses are facing component 1 of

obsolescence, which is the perceived degree to which an
individual lacks the knowledge and skills associated with
their profession of nursing.

This stress is exacerbated

because of the conflicting expectations of their
subordinates and other administrators.
These nurses may co.. into these
administrative/aanagement positions relatively untrained.
Nursing school does not prepare nurs.s for these
responsibilities.

In a sense, these nurs.s co. . into this

position lacking the up-to-date skills and knowledge to
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perform their specific job effectively.

These nurses

thereby face component 2 of obsolescence.

Component 2 is

the perceived degree to which an individual lacks the
knowledge and skills to perform their specific job
effectively.
Next, a review of the results that pertain to factors
related to hospital size is presented.

Research indicated

that hospital size, which affects organizational climate and
structure, does influence obsolescence indicators largely
through its effect on job duties.

Nurses at the larger

hospitals were more specialized and therefore faced
component 1 of obsolescence.

They were losing touch with

changes in the profession in favor of becoming more
specialized.

Nurses at the smallest hospital did not

specialize and were able to perf or. more varied dutie••
The participants in this research were nurses at three
hospi tals in the South Central part of the United State••
Nurses at all hospitals considered themselves small
facilities and mostly rural.

The results of this study can

therefore be generalized to siailar size hospitals in mostly
rural areas of the country where there are require. .nta for
licensure.

These conclusions can be

~eneralized

becau.e the

nurses were reporting on the organizational and nursing
system.

They were key inforaants, who provided inforaation

beyond that of their experience.

The results of this .tudy

follow from the literature reviewed.

In general, variations
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in research . .thod that provide si.ilar outco. .s leads

~o

greater generalizability of the research.
This research contributes a further understanding of
obsolescence.

Most of the research thus far on obsolescence

has been conducted on the engineering profession.

This

research expands the body of knowledge by exaaining a
profession that has . .chanis.. in place to coabat the
proble. . of reaaining current.
Research should further expand this body of knowledge
on obsolescence by exaaining organizations with .ore coaplax
organizational structures.

A coaparison between those

facilities on the cutting edge of technology with thoa. with
fewer opportunities is also an interesting area.

This

expansion of knowledge on obsolescence should allow
organizations to better understand the needs and concerna of
those who face obsolescence.

Also, it will provide the. the

tools to retard the progression of obsolescence in their
••ployees and ultiaately their organization.
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Appendix A
DeaoqrAphic DAta of Suryoy Be'pondenta

1.

By what hospital are you e.ployed?
HOlpitala

2.

Respondents

Percentage

1 (large)

34

59.6'

2 (aediua)

17

29.U

3 ( ••all)

5

8.U

Missing

1

1.U

Age:
Mean a 2.857 [37-44]
·categories; 1 = 20-28; 2

standard Deviation-1.227
a

29-36; 3 - 37-44; 4 - 45-

52; 5 - 53+
3.

Sex:
100' were feaale.

4.

What is your aarital status?
[]a.

Never aarried

[ ] b.

Married

[]c.

Divorced

[ ]d •

Widowed

Mean-2.018 [b. aarried]
5.

So-O.51

What is your eaployaent status?
[]a.

Full tiae

[]b.

Part tiae

Mean=1.175 [a. full-tiae]

80-0.384
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6.

Number of years employed at current hospital:
Mean=2.596 [11-15 years]
• categories: 1 .. 0-5; 2
5 = 21-25; 6

7.

81>-1.425

= 6-10; 3 - 11-15; 4 - 16-20;

= 26-30; 7

= 31+

Job Title:
Mean-1.702 [middle position]
·categories: 1 - staff; 2

8.

= middle; 3

[

]a.

Diploma

[

lb.

Associates degree

[

]c.

Bachelors degree

[

]d.

Masters degree

[

]e.

Doctorate degree
80a0.597

Highest educational degree:
[ ]a •

Diploma

[ ]b •

Associates degree

[]c.

Bachelors degree

[]d.

Masters degree

[]e.

Doctorate degree

Mean-2.071 [b. Associates]
10.

= administrative

Highest educational degree in nursing:

Mean-2.035 [b. Associates]
9.

80-0.680

80-0.628

In what year did you receive your first degree or
diploaa in nursing?
Mean-3.263 [1974-1979]

80-1.748
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<categories: 1 - 1985-1990; 2 - 1980-1984; 3 - 19751979; 4 - 1969-1973; 5 = 1964-1968; 6 - 1959-1963; 7 _
1958 or earlier
ll .

In what year did you receive any .ub8equent degre. .?
Xean- 1.850 [1980-1984J

So-l.387

<categories: 1 - 1985-1990; 2 - 1980-1984; 3 - 19751979; 4 - 1969-1973; 5 - 1964-1968; 6 - 1959-1963; 7 _
1958 or earlier
12.

How.any years have you been working a. a nur.e?
(Plea.e round to the nearest year.)
Mean-3.193 [11-15 yearsJ

So-l.641

<categories: 1 - 0-5; 2 - 6-10; 3 - 11-15; 4 - 16-20;
5 - 21-25; 6 - 26-30; 7 - 31+
13.

What different po.itions and job title. have you held
and for how long?
[Written responseJ

Continue on back if nece•• ary.
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Appendix B
Intorwed consent Fora
, agree to participate in research

I,

on the processes and perceptions of reaaininq up-to-date in
Nursinq.
...

I

The research and procedures have been explained to

understand that if at any till8

I

feel uncoJlfortable

aay withdraw fro. the study without fear of neqative
consequences.

Date

Participant's Siqnature

I
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Appendix C
Face Sheet Data
1.

By what hospital are you employed? ________________

2.

Age : _____--'years

3.

Sex:
[ ]Feaale
[ ]Male

4.

What is your marital status?
[a]
Never married
[b] Married
[c] Divorced
[d] Widowed

5.

Nuaber of years employed at current hospital:
_____----"years

6.

Job title: _____________________________

7A.

Highest educational degree in nursing:
[a] Associate degree
[b] Bachelor degree
[c] Masters degree
[d] Doctorate degree

7B.

Highest educational degree:
[a] Associate degree
[b] Bachelor degree
[c] Masters degree
[d] Doctorate degree

8.

In what year did you receive your degree or diploaa in
nursing? 19,______

9.

How .any years have you been working as a nurse?
(Please round to the nearest year.)
years

10.

Please list your work history in nur.ing. What
different positione and job title. have you held and
for how long? (Continue on back if nece•• ary.)
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Appendix D
Interview Questions
A.

Introduction of researcher and research

B.

Ask for permission to tape-record and take notes, assure

participant of confidentiality
c.

Give nurse face sheet data to fill out

D.

Ask nurse to act as expert. witness about nursing and to

report on the system
QUESTIONS

1.

What is it like being a nurse at nome hospital?

What

changes have taken place in the job of nursing at this
hospital and in the profession as a whole in the last ______
years?
2.

What are the problems that nurses face in keeping up-to-

date?

What kinds of things .ake it easy for nurses to keep

up-to-date and what kinds of things make it difficult?

Are

there problems f i nding time to keep up-to-date?
3.

What is the role of the nurse in keeping himself or

herself up-to-date and current?

What is the role of the

nurses' supervisor in keeping nurses up-to-date and current?
What is the role of the hospital in keeping nurses up-todate and current?

What is the role of

education~l

institutions in keeping nurses up-to-date and current?
4.

What happens to a nurse's skills and knowledge when he

or she aoves into adainistration?

In what ways is it easy
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for hi. or her to reaain a current and up-to-date nur.. and
in what ways is it difficult?
5.
Do

What do nurses do to reaain current and ke.p up-to-date?
they take classes, etc.?

How effective are continuing

education classes in keeping nurses current and up-to-date?
How effective are inservices?
about ways to keep up-to-date?

How do you stay inforaed

Appendix E
Post Interview Checklist
Interview Number:
Rate interview overall:

1-----2-----3-----4-----5
very

excellent

poor
Location of interview:
Personnel present at interview:
Interviewee's reaction to interview:

Comments:

·Check tape recorder label

• Review notes:

COlIIIQnt

Appendix F

"ani and standard

Be'POD... to
1.

Deyiation. Qf

Que,tiaQDaire

How responsible are each of the following in keeping
you current in nursing?
1 - Not responsible
2 - Soaawhat r"ponsible
3 - Moderately responsible
4 - Very responsible
5 - Totally responsible

standArd Dayiatign

2.

a.

Myself:

4.368

0.723

b.

My supervisor:

2.386

1.114

c.

The hospital:

2.912

0.969

What has happened to the knowledge you learned while
attending nursing school?
1 = Mostly declined
2 - Soaawhat declined
3 - Stayed the saaa
4 - Soaawhat

i~roved

5 - Greatly i_proved

.1m
4.321

1.029

3.

How important are the following to gaining new
knowledge, skills, and abilities that are related to
your job?
1

K

Not important

2 - So_what illlportant
3 = Moderately illlportant
4

a.

= Very important

continuing education units

NeAD

(30 every 2 years for

3.105

0.900

licensure):
b.

Hospital in service proqrams:

3.105

0.795

c.

Simply working at your job:

3.491

0.759

d.

Nursing journals:

2.772

0.780

e.

Non-required college classes: 1.946

0.903

f.

Company representatives

2.842

0.862

2.018

1.044

providing proqraas on their
equiplll8nt or their
pharmaceuticals:
g.

Obtaining another nursing
related deqree:

h.

Visiting other hospitals:

2.246

0.851

i.

Mock

2.91:.4

0.872

j.

Seminars, workshops, and

3.246

0.662

3.228

0.682

cod~s

or simulations:

conferences:
k.

Related books (PDR for
example) :

1.

Hospital newsletters:

2.070

0.904

II.

Staff meetings:

2.491

0.889

n.

Networking with others who

2.912

0.892

have si.ilar duties:
4.

To what extent do the following affect how .uch ti . .
you have to keep up-to-date and current?
1 - Not at all
2 = SOlie extent
3 = Moderate amount
4 - A great deal

5.

lion

au

a.

Faaily concerns:

3.088

1.023

b.

Child care:

2.228

1.254

c.

Work schedule:

3.281

0.818

d.

Being tired:

2.860

0.972

e.

Expanding duties at work:

2.982

0.963

How i.portant to performing your job is keeping up-todate in the following areas?
1 - Not i.portant
2 = So_what important
3 - Moderately important
4 - Very i.portant

a.

Keeping up-to-date in
teras of handa on

nursing/patient care:

3.625

0.702
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b.

Keeping up-to-date and

3.125

0.854

3.607

0.779

reaaining current with
the nursing profession
as a whole, not just
certain areas:
c.

Keeping up-to-date and
remaining current on one
area of nursing (O.B. for
exaaple) that specifically
affects your job:

6.

How helpful are the following in encouraging you to
keep up-to-date and current on issues related to your
job?
1 = Not helpful
2 = Soaewhat helpful
3

e

Moderately helpful

4 - Very helpful
a.

Feedback and support froa

MeAD

S

2.839

0.826

2.696

1.043

supervisors:
b.

Feedback and support froa
co-workers:

c.

Support froa the hospital:

2.679

0.993

d.

Access to inforaation about

2.929

0.806

2.518

1.095

new technologies:
e.

Rewards for keeping up-todate:
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7.

To what extent are the followinq reasons that you

choose the continuinq education units that you take?
1 '" Not at all
2 - To some extent
3 - To a .cderate extent
4 - To a qreat extent

a.

To be confident in your

3.411

0.708

2.944

0.940

2.804

0.942

2.821

0.876

2.107

0.867

abilities:
b.

To perform as well as the
other R.N.s:

c.

Base of access.

They are

convenient for you to attend:
d.

Cost of the continuinq
education units/classes:

e.

Your co-workers or friends
are qoinq:

f.

They fit into your schedule:

3.036

0.934

q.

They will assist you to

3.464

0.687

3.714

0.494

perform .cre effectively:
h.

The classes/units are of
interest to you:

8a.

Do

you have specific career qoals that you are workinq

toward or have .at?
1 - Yes
2 - No
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8b.

Nean

all

1.327

0.474

If YES, what did/do you do to prepare yourself for
meetinq your career qoals?

For exaaple, did/do you

take special classes, obtain another deqree, ask for
certain assignaents, etc?
9.

To what extent was onqoinq education stressed in your
formal nursinq education (nursinq school)?
1 =

Not at all

2 = A

3

little

= Moderate

amount

4 = A qreat deal

Mean

all

2.982

1.009

lOa. Do you work in a specific area, such as O.B. or
administration, 80 percent or more of the time?
1 =

Yes

2 = No

Maan

all

1.232

0.426

lOb. If YES, to what extent has workinq in a specific area,
such as I.C.U. or

a~inistration,

caused you to lose

touch with the changes that are occurring in the entire
field of nursing?
1 = Not at all
2 - A little

3 = Moderate amount
4 = A great deal

11.

HeM

a.Q

2.500

1.000

How important are each of the following for nurses
promoted into administration?
1 = Not important
2
3

= Somewhat important
= Moderately important

4 = Very important

a.

Keeping up-to-date with

3.345

0.947

3.600

0.735

3.389

0.834

2.982

0.933

3.345

0.799

3.509

0.767

the new technologies and
equipment in nursing:
b.

Keeping up-to-date with
administrative techniques
and policies:

c.

Contributing to executive
management decisions:

d.

Perforaing routine nursing
duties:

e.

Taking classes that would
enhance their nursing skills
and knowledge:

f.

Taking cIa.... that would
enhance knowledge and skills
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in performing administrative
duties:
12.

How important is it for a unit manager (or unit
coordinator) to do the following?
1
2

= Not important
= Somewhat important

3 - Moderately important
4 = Very important

a.

Keep up-to-date with the new

3.893

0.312

3.714

0.594

3.393

0.802

3.446

0.658

3.679

0.606

technology and equipment in
nursing:
b.

Keep up-to-date with
management techniques:

c.

Perform routine nursing
duties:

d.

Take classes that would
enhance their patient care:

e.

Take classes that would
enhance their management
skills and duties:

ltO'l'B:

Questions 13 and 14 were answered only by
administrative nurses.

13.

To what extent do the following cause probl... for you?
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1 - Not at all

2 - So.. extent
3

~

Moderate a.ount

4 - A great deal
a.

Conflictinq expectations of

2.957

0.878

2.565

0.843

2.870

1.014

subordinates and
adllinistration:
b.

Findinq continuinq education
classes/units that are
pertinent to your area:

c.

Balancinq aanaqe. .nt/
adllinistration duties with
patient care duties:

14.

To what extent do the followinq prepare you to assua.

the responsibilities of adllinistration and/or
aanaqe. .nt?
1 - Not at all
2 - To so.. extent
3 - To a .aderate a.ount
4 '"' A great deal

a.

Foraal nursinq education:

2.480

1.194

b.

Subsequent degrees:

2.750

1.113

c.

Supervisor.:

2.783

0.795
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d.

Hospital:

2.720

0.7'9 2

e.

continuing education

2.625

0.924

2.880

0.881

classes/units:
f.

Outside reading:
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Appendix G
Coyer Letter to Questionnaire
Dear Reqister.d Nurse,
Your participation is request.d in a r.s.arch study that
inclu4es r.qister.d nurs.s at aeveral ho.pital. in the
District. The r •••arch i. beinq conducted
"TI.,-n--:a-.-.--oc""":"ll--a"'t:"lll""o--n,--,w=-ith aev.ral faculty _Jlber. at We.tern
Kentucky Univer.ity.
Thi. .urvey include. que.tion. relatinq to .everal i.portant
issue. in the field of nursinq. It was developed with the
input of .everal reqi.ter.d nurse. at al'ea hoapitals.
Peraia.ion to include reqistered nur.e. at
Ho.pital has be.n qiven by director of nur.71-n-q-,-_-_~-_~-_~-_--.
Your participation would be qreatly appreciated.
Reapon.e. will be co.puter analyzed and are co.pletely
confidential. The .urv.y should take no acr. than 30
.inute. to co.pl.te and ••••ntially involve. placinq an X on
the r ••pon•• you fe.l i. ao.t appropriat.. Please atil th
co.pl.ted .urv.y uainq the provid.d staaped .nv.lope by
Monday, May 7, 1990.
If you have any question., fe.l free to contact .y.elf,
Dian. Paul, at 782-8152. Thank you very .uch for your ti...
Sincer.ly,

Diane I. Paul
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